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                          UNLOCKING XTRÉM POSSIBILITIES 

              “CONFRONTING THE 10 GIANTS” 

 

Genesis 15:18-21 

On that day, Yahweh entered into covenant with Abram: “I 

have given this land to your descendants, from the Egyptian 

border to the great river Euphrates, the entire land of the 

Kenites, the Kenizzites, the Kadmonites, the Hittites, the 

Perizzites, the Raphahites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the 

Girgashites, and the Jebushites. 

Matthew Henry states: Ten nations or tribes, are spoken of that 

must be cast out to make room for the seed of Abram. The 

present occupants are named, because of their number and 

strength. 

 

Kenites-“Fabricator” Lies and false accusations 

 

Kenizzites-“Covetous” 

 

Kadmonites-“Ancient ways” Ancient spirit 

 

Hittites-“Fear or Terror” 
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Perizzites-“Squatter” Apathetic spirit 

 

Rephaim-“Giant” 

 

Amorites-“Sayer” Inferiority and Self-Doubt 

 

Canaanites-“Zealous or Pre-Mature opportunity” 

 

Girgashites-“Stranger” Feel out of place 

 

Jebushites-“Downtrodden” Anxiety and Depression 
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IDENTITY: The Answer to Everything 

Knowing our identity is understanding who we are in Christ in 

our hearts. Heart beliefs create identity. 

Information+Emotions+Consistency=Heart Beliefs 

 

The problem is most of us influence our hearts by default, 

allowing information and emotions to come from facts rather 

than truth. Thus, we often negate the process of faith-filled 

intentions. When the bible talks about “guarding our heart”, it 

is all about our ability to see ourselves according to our biblical 

identity. God given identity allows you to see yourself bigger 

than your problem. 

 

                                   SELF-LIMITING BELIEFS 

 

Fear, rage, anger, unforgiveness, guilt, lust 

Antidote---Love, forgiveness 

 

Discouragement 

Antidote---Joy 

 

Anxiety,worry, guilt, stress 
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Antidote---Peace 

 

Frustration, desire to quit 

Antidote---Patience 

 

Doubt, unbelief, fear, 

Antidote---Faith 

 

Flesh, mans attempt to do Gods will 

Antidote---Self Control, Grace 

 

 

Scriptures having to do with identity: 

Colossians 1:27 

2Corinthians 5:17 

Galatians 2:20 

1John 4:9 

Ephesians 1:2,3 

 

Joshua 1:8 voice translation 
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Let the words from the book of the law be always on your lips. 

Meditate on them day and night so that you may be careful to 

live by all that is written in it. If you do, as you make your way 

through this world, you will prosper and always find success. 

 


